Measurements of the $b$ quark forward-backward asymmetry around the $Z^0$ peak using jet charge and vertex charge
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Abstract

The $b$ quark forward-backward asymmetry has been measured using approximately four million hadronic $Z^0$ decays collected with the OPAL detector at LEP. Both jet charge and vertex charge were used to estimate whether the $b$ quark was produced in the forward or backward thrust hemisphere. The measured values corrected to the hadron-level thrust axis are

$$A_{FB}^b = 0.041 \pm 0.021 \pm 0.002 \quad \sqrt{s} = 89.44 \text{ GeV}$$
$$A_{FB}^b = 0.0994 \pm 0.0052 \pm 0.0044 \quad \sqrt{s} = 91.21 \text{ GeV}$$
$$A_{FB}^b = 0.145 \pm 0.017 \pm 0.007 \quad \sqrt{s} = 92.91 \text{ GeV}$$

where in each case the first error is statistical and the second systematic. Within the framework of the Standard Model these measurements correspond to an effective weak mixing angle of $\sin^2 \theta_{W}^{\text{eff}} = 0.2308 \pm 0.0013$. The measurements are in agreement with the Standard Model and other measurements at LEP.
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1 Introduction

The differential cross-section for the production of fermion-antifermion pairs in $e^+e^-$ annihilation can be expressed as

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\cos\theta} \propto 1 + \cos^2\theta + \frac{8}{3} A_{FB} \cos\theta,$$

where $\theta$ is the angle between the directions of the outgoing fermion and incoming electron, and where mass and higher order terms have been neglected. The term $A_{FB}$ is the forward-backward asymmetry, which is defined as:

$$A_{FB} = \frac{\int_0^{+1}(d\sigma/d\cos\theta) d\cos\theta - \int_{-1}^0(d\sigma/d\cos\theta) d\cos\theta}{\int_{-1}^1(d\sigma/d\cos\theta) d\cos\theta}. \quad (2)$$

The Standard Model prediction of the asymmetry on the $Z^0$ peak at lowest order, neglecting the photon-exchange contribution, has the form

$$A_{FB}^0 \approx \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{2 g_V g_A^*}{(g_V^2 + (g_A^*)^2)} \right) \left( \frac{2 g_V^f g_A^f}{(g_V^f)^2 + (g_A^f)^2} \right), \quad (3)$$

where $g_V$ and $g_A$ are the vector and axial-vector couplings of the electron and fermion, $f$, to the $Z^0$. The effective weak mixing parameter for charged fermions can be expressed as

$$\sin^2\theta_W = \frac{1}{4 q_f^2} \left( \frac{1 - g_V^f}{g_A^f} \right), \quad (4)$$

where $q_f$ is the electric charge of the fermion in units of the electron charge. Hence, measuring $A_{FB}$ allows the weak mixing angle to be determined within the Standard Model. The asymmetry for down-like ($d, s, b$) quarks has a larger sensitivity to the weak mixing angle than that for up-like ($u, c$) quarks and charged leptons [1]. The asymmetry depends on the centre-of-mass energy because of the changing sizes of the $Z^0\gamma$ interference. This dependence is well defined within the Standard Model [1].

Three techniques have previously been used to measure the $b$ quark asymmetry, $A_{FB}^b$, at LEP: jet charge [2, 3], high $p_T$ leptons [4], and D mesons [5]. Here we present measurements of $A_{FB}^b$ using data collected by OPAL in 1991–1995 at centre-of-mass energies on and approximately 2 GeV above and below the $Z^0$ peak. The measurements use a jet charge technique together with a novel vertex charge method. The additional information contained in the vertex charge and the inclusion of data collected in 1995 have led to an improvement in statistical precision, especially for the off-peak points.

The next section describes the event selection, the Monte Carlo simulation, and the tagging of $Z^0 \rightarrow bb$ events using reconstructed secondary vertices significantly displaced from the interaction point. Section 3 describes the vertex charge method, where impact parameter information was used to estimate the charge of the hadron whose decay produces the secondary vertex. A sample of events was selected where the vertex charge was a reliable estimator of the quark charge. A maximum likelihood fitting procedure was used to find the observed asymmetry in this sample. The asymmetry in the events which were lifetime tagged but not used in the vertex charge analysis was found using the jet charge method described in section 4. This uses the mean difference between the jet charge in the forward and backward hemispheres.
To extract \( A_{\text{FB}}^{b} \) from the observed asymmetries the flavour composition of each sample was required. This was obtained with an unfolding technique described in section 5. The performance of the jet and vertex charge are determined from data. This is described in section 6.

The measured values of \( A_{\text{FB}}^{b} \) are shown in section 7. The values of the asymmetry obtained with the two methods were combined. The estimation of the systematic errors is discussed in section 8. Finally the results are interpreted within the Standard Model in section 9.

## 2 Event selection

The analysis was performed on events collected by the OPAL detector [6] in the years 1991–1995. Of particular importance for this analysis are the vertex detectors. To account for small modifications made to these detectors the analysis has been done separately for the data collected in 1991–1992, 1993, and 1994–1995 and combined. Multihadronic decays of the \( Z^0 \) were selected using the criteria described in [7]. They were required to have at least seven charged tracks which passed track quality cuts. The thrust axis, which has been shown to be a good estimator of the direction of the primary quark-antiquark pair, was calculated for each event using tracks and the energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter not associated to tracks. Each event was split into two hemispheres by a plane which was perpendicular to the thrust axis and contained the interaction point. The hemispheres that contained the positive \( z \) axis\(^1\) were labelled ‘forward thrust hemispheres’, the others ‘backward thrust hemispheres’. Events were only accepted if the polar angle of the thrust axis, \( \theta_T \), satisfied \( |\cos \theta_T| < 0.8 \). This ensured that the events were mostly restricted to the silicon micro-vertex detector acceptance.

For the purpose of \( b \)-tagging, tracks and unassociated electromagnetic clusters were combined into jets using the JADE algorithm [8], with the E0 recombination scheme [9], and an invariant mass cut-off of \( x_{\min} = 49 \text{(GeV/c}^2)\). The Monte Carlo simulation showed that these jet directions were good estimators of the \( b \) hadron direction.

Simulated events were generated using the JETSET 7.3 and JETSET 7.4 models [10] and were passed through a program which simulates the response of the OPAL detector [11]. The parameters of the JETSET generators were tuned to optimise the description of OPAL data [12, 13]. The differences between the Monte Carlo models were used in the systematic error estimation. Light quark hadronisation was modelled with the Lund symmetric fragmentation function [10], while the hadronisation of \( b \) and \( c \) quarks was described by the fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [14]. A smaller sample of events generated with the HERWIG 5.6 [15] model was used for checks of possible systematic effects.

A lifetime tag [16] was used to tag \( Z^0 \) to \( b\bar{b} \) decay events. Events were tagged if they contained a secondary vertex which was well separated from the primary vertex. The primary vertex was reconstructed from all tracks in the event, together with a constraint to the average beamspot position. A secondary vertex was searched for by combining all tracks in a jet into a common vertex in the plane transverse to the beam direction. Tracks were only considered if they passed tighter quality requirements designed to reject poorly measured tracks and those from long-lived particles like \( K_s^0 \) or \( \Lambda \). The \( \chi^2 \) of this vertex was calculated, and tracks were removed in an iterative procedure, until no track contributed more than four to the \( \chi^2 \), or less

\(^1\)The OPAL coordinate system is defined with positive \( z \) along the electron beam direction with \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) being the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively. The origin is in the centre of the detector, which is the nominal interaction point.
than four tracks remained in the vertex. The last requirement reduced significantly the charm background.

The ‘vertex decay length’, \( L \), was defined as the distance between the secondary vertex and the primary vertex in the \( r-\phi \) plane, and was constrained to the direction of the total momentum vector of the jet containing the secondary vertex projected into the \( r-\phi \) plane. The decay length was signed positive if the secondary vertex was displaced from the primary vertex in the same direction as the jet momentum, otherwise it was signed negative. Vertices were required to have a reconstructed decay length \( |L| < 2 \text{ cm} \). The error on the decay length, \( \sigma_L \), comes mainly from the uncertainty in the secondary vertex position, though there is also a small contribution from the primary vertex. Tagged hemispheres had to have at least one vertex with a decay length significance, \( L/\sigma_L \), greater than 4. This value was found to minimise the total error on the measured on-peak asymmetry. The lifetime tagged sample contained approximately 83\% bottom, 11\% charm and 6\% light quark events. Figure 1 shows the \( L/\sigma_L \) distribution for the data and Monte Carlo. As the analysis was performed separately for the data collected in different years, Figure 1 and subsequent figures show the 1994–1995 data sample and Monte Carlo unless explicitly stated. In all cases the differences between the years were small.

As the asymmetry depends strongly on the centre-of-mass energy, it was measured separately below, on, and above the \( Z^0 \) peak. The energy ranges which defined the peak−2, peak, and peak+2 samples are shown in table 1, along with the mean centre-of-mass energies, \( \langle \sqrt{s} \rangle \). The number of events passing the acceptance cut, \( N_{\text{had}} \), the number of tagged hemispheres, \( N_t \), and the number of events with both hemispheres tagged, \( N_{tt} \), are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sqrt{s} ) range (GeV)</th>
<th>( \langle \sqrt{s} \rangle ) (GeV)</th>
<th>( N_{\text{had}} )</th>
<th>( N_t )</th>
<th>( N_{tt} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>peak−2 88.40−90.40</td>
<td>89.44</td>
<td>140133</td>
<td>20631</td>
<td>2571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak 91.05−91.40</td>
<td>91.21</td>
<td>2365545</td>
<td>350383</td>
<td>42974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak+2 91.80−94.00</td>
<td>92.91</td>
<td>211178</td>
<td>31471</td>
<td>3855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The mean centre-of-mass energies and number of events in the full data sample.

3 The vertex charge analysis

The ‘vertex charge’, \( q_{\text{vtx}} \), is a weighted sum of the charges of tracks in a jet which contains a tagged secondary vertex:

\[
q_{\text{vtx}} = \sum_{\text{tracks } i} \omega_i q_i,
\]

where \( q_i \) is the charge of track \( i \), and \( \omega_i \) is related to the probability that a track came from the secondary vertex relative to the probability that it came from the primary vertex, and \( i \) runs over all tracks in the jet. The vertex charge has been shown to be a good estimator of the charge of the long-lived hadron which decays to produce the reconstructed secondary vertex [17]. The weight \( \omega_i \) is calculated using impact parameter, momentum, and multiplicity information:

\[
\omega_i = \frac{R_{\text{sec}}(b_i/\zeta_i)}{R_{\text{sec}}(b_i/\zeta_i) + R_{\text{prim}}(d_i/\sigma_i)},
\]

where \( R_{\text{sec}} \) and \( R_{\text{prim}} \) are the impact parameter distributions for secondary and primary vertices, respectively. \( \zeta_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) are the impact parameters of the reconstructed secondary and primary vertices, and \( d_i \) is the impact parameter of the reconstructed primary vertex. The weights are normalised such that \( \sum_{\text{tracks } i} \omega_i = 1 \).
where \( R_{\text{prim}, \text{sec}} \) are functions modelling the impact parameter significance for a track \( i \) relative to a fitted vertex (primary or secondary), \( b \) and \( \zeta \) are the impact parameter and its uncertainty in the plane transverse to the beam axis, with respect to the secondary vertex, and \( d \) and \( \sigma \) are the corresponding quantities for the primary vertex. Two different functions \( R_{\text{prim}} \) and \( R_{\text{sec}} \) are needed to take into account different mean multiplicities and track momentum spectra. Figure 2a shows the vertex charge distribution for all lifetime tagged jets.

An estimate of the accuracy of each \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) can be made from the variance:

\[
\sigma^2_{q} = \sum_{\text{tracks } i} \omega_i (1 - \omega_i) q_i^2. \tag{7}
\]

Any ambiguity in assigning the tracks to either the primary or secondary vertex will lead to a non-zero variance.

The vertex charge was calculated for the lifetime tagged jets. To measure the asymmetry the charge of the quark in the forward or backward hemisphere was required. As the charge of neutral mesons gave no information about the heavy quark charge these were removed by requiring \( |q_{\text{vtx}}| > 1.4\sigma_{q} + 0.2 \). This cut also removed poorly determined vertex charges. As the charm background in the lifetime tagged sample was principally composed of charged D mesons because of their long lifetimes, this cut removed few charm events. A significant fraction of the tagged events were \( B^0 \)'s, which were removed by the cut, increasing the charm fraction in the sample. Almost all of this charm background was removed by making a strict requirement on the output of an artificial neural network which was trained to discriminate between \( b \) and non-\( b \) vertices using the vertex invariant mass and multiplicity, and the track impact parameters [17].

The hemispheres which contain a jet passing the \( |q_{\text{vtx}}| \) and neural network cuts are said to be '\( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged'. In the total data set there were 12889 \( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged hemispheres, and 65 events with a \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) tag in both hemispheres; 2920 events had a \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) tag in one hemisphere and a lifetime tag in the other.

Figure 2b shows the data and Monte Carlo \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) distribution in the \( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged hemispheres. Figure 2c shows the same Monte Carlo distribution split into the contributions from hemispheres containing positively and negatively charged quarks.

An unbinned maximum likelihood fit was used to obtain the observed asymmetry, \( A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} \), in the small \( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged sample. If there was a well defined vertex charge in both hemispheres the orientation of the quark and antiquark was very well known, so these events were analysed separately. The \( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged sample was therefore split into two subsets: events with one \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) tag, labelled '1q', and events with one tag in each hemisphere, labelled '2q'. In 18 of the 65 double \( q_{\text{vtx}} \)-tagged events the two vertex charges had the same sign. These give no information on the asymmetry, so the vertex charge with the smallest \( |q_{\text{vtx}}|/\sigma_{q} \) was ignored and the event was reclassified to be in the subset '1q'. The sign of \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) was used as the estimator of the sign of the charge of the primary quark in that hemisphere which in turn gave the orientation of the \( q\bar{q} \) pair. The log likelihood which was maximised to find \( A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} \) is

\[
\ln L = \sum_{\text{events } j} \ln \left( 1 + x_j^2 + \frac{8}{3} \beta_j x_j \frac{q_{\text{vtx}, j}}{|q_{\text{vtx}, j}|} A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} \right), \tag{8}
\]

where \( x_j \) is \( |\cos \theta_T| \) and \( \beta_j \) is \( -1(1) \) if the \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) tagged vertex is in the forward (backward) hemisphere.

The fitted observed asymmetry \( A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} \) had contributions from the charm and light quark background and was degraded because the sign of the reconstructed vertex charge was not a
perfect estimator of the charge of the primary quark. The observed asymmetry can be related to the b asymmetry if the performance of the vertex charge and the fraction of non-b events in the sample are known. This performance is defined by the reliability \( P_q^q \), the probability that the sign of the vertex charge is equal to the sign of the primary quark in the event.

In events with only one vertex charge the asymmetry is given by:

\[
A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} = \sum_{\text{flavours } f} s_f F_f^{[1q]} (2P_q^q - 1) A_{FB}^f;
\]  

(9)

similarly for events with a vertex charge in each hemisphere it is:

\[
A_{FB}^{\text{obs}} = \sum_{\text{flavours } f} s_f F_f^{[2q]} \frac{(P_q^q)^2 \alpha_1 - (1 - P_q^q)^2 \alpha_2}{(P_q^q)^2 \alpha_1 + (1 - P_q^q)^2 \alpha_2} A_{FB}^f;
\]

(10)

where \( F_f^{[1q]} \) and \( F_f^{[2q]} \) are the fractions of each flavour in the single \( q_{\text{vtx}}^- \) and double \( q_{\text{vtx}}^+ \) tagged events respectively. The quantity \( s_i \) is +1(-1) for down-like (up-like) quark flavours.

The determination of the fractions \( F_f^{[1q]} \) and \( F_f^{[2q]} \) and the reliability of the vertex charge in b events, \( P_b^q \), are described in sections 5 and 6 respectively. The reliabilities in the charm and light quark events were taken from Monte Carlo simulations. Any correlations between the \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) values in opposite hemispheres, other than that due to quark-antiquark production, are accounted for by the \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) terms which were close to one and taken from the Monte Carlo. Standard Model values of the non-b asymmetries were used and the equations were inverted to give \( A_{FB}^b \). The two extracted values of \( A_{FB}^b \) were compatible and were combined. The results from this analysis are discussed in section 7.

4 The jet charge analysis

The jet charge technique was used to measure the asymmetry in events which were not \( q_{\text{vtx}} \) tagged. As the events with large \( |\cos \theta_T| \) show a greater asymmetry than those with small \( |\cos \theta_T| \), the precision was improved by performing the jet charge analysis in four bins of \( |\cos \theta_T| \) (0.0–0.2, 0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.6 and 0.6–0.8). The values measured in each bin were combined.

The jet charge was calculated by summing over all tracks in a thrust hemisphere:

\[
Q_{\text{jet}} = \frac{\sum |p_{\parallel i}|^\kappa q_i}{\sum |p_{\parallel i}|^\kappa},
\]

(11)

where \( p_{\parallel i} \) is the component of momentum parallel to the thrust axis, and \( q_i \) is the charge of track \( i \) in the hemisphere. The exponent \( \kappa \) was set to 0.5; this value was found to minimise the on-peak \( A_{FB}^b \) total error. The jet charges in the forward and backward thrust hemispheres are labelled \( Q_F \) and \( Q_B \) respectively. The jet charge for the hemisphere containing the negative primary quark is labelled \( Q_- \) and that for the positive primary quark \( Q_+ \). The charge separation is defined as \( \delta = \langle Q_- - Q_+ \rangle \) and the charge flow as \( \langle Q_F - Q_B \rangle \). For a sample with no charm or light quark background and with no acceptance effects it can be shown that

\[
\langle Q_F - Q_B \rangle = \delta \cdot A_{FB}^b.
\]

(12)

For a sample containing a mixture of quark species and a varying tagging efficiency as a function of \( |\cos \theta_T| \) for each flavour, this becomes

\[
\langle Q_F - Q_B \rangle = \sum_{\text{flavours } f} s_f F_f^{[h]} C_f \delta_f A_{FB}^f,
\]

(13)
where $s_f$ is $+1(-1)$ for down-like (up-like) quarks, and $F_{f}^{[k]}$ is the fraction of quark species $f$ in the lifetime-tagged sample—determined using the unfolding technique described in section 5. The quantity $\delta_f$ is the charge separation for flavour $f$ events. The b quark charge separation, $\delta_b$, was measured from the data using the technique described below, while the charm and light quark charge separations were taken from the Monte Carlo. The $C^f$ factors account for the effects of the variation of tagging efficiency with $|\cos \theta_T|$ and are given by

$$
C^f = \frac{8}{3} \int \frac{\bar{n}_f(y)y dy}{\bar{n}_f(y)(1 + y^2)} dy,
$$

(14)

where $y = |\cos \theta_T|$ and $\bar{n}_f(y)$ is the efficiency of lifetime tagging a flavour $f$ event. The event tagging efficiency for b and c events was found from data in many bins of $|\cos \theta_T|$, using the unfolding method of section 5, and then parameterised. The $C$ factors for the u, d, and $s$ quarks were assumed all to have the same value which was taken from the Monte Carlo. The $C$ factors for the four $|\cos \theta_T|$ bins are shown in table 2. As the analysis was performed separately for the data collected in different years, table 2 and subsequent tables apply to the 1994–1995 data and Monte Carlo only, unless explicitly stated otherwise. In all cases the values for the other years were similar.

| flavour | $|\cos \theta_T|$ range     |
|--------|-----------------------------|
|        | 0.0–0.2 | 0.2–0.4 | 0.4–0.6 | 0.6–0.8 |
| b      | 0.2604 ± 0.0009 | 0.7290 ± 0.0007 | 1.0619 ± 0.0004 | 1.2463 ± 0.0007 |
| c      | 0.259 ± 0.002  | 0.727 ± 0.001  | 1.0599 ± 0.0004 | 1.2472 ± 0.0005 |
| d, u, s| 0.261 ± 0.001  | 0.730 ± 0.001  | 1.0623 ± 0.0006 | 1.249 ± 0.001   |

Table 2: The $C$ factors for each $|\cos \theta_T|$ bin. The b and c quark values were measured in the data; the errors are statistical only. The light quark values were taken from the Monte Carlo; the errors are due to the finite Monte Carlo statistics available.

For a given event flavour, if there is no correlation between the jet charges in opposite hemispheres and the jet charge is unbiased (i.e. the mean jet charge of all hemispheres is zero) the mean charge separation in a sample can be found using the relation

$$
\left( \frac{\delta}{2} \right)^2 = -\langle Q_F \cdot Q_B \rangle,
$$

(15)

where $\langle Q_F \cdot Q_B \rangle$ is measured from the data. However, there was a charge bias in the detector, of approximate size 0.05, as more positively charged tracks were observed than negative ones. There was also a charge correlation due to effects such as charge conservation and hard gluon radiation. The more general expression, derived in Ref. [3], includes such possible effects:

$$
\left( \frac{\delta}{2} \right)^2 = -\langle Q_F \cdot Q_B \rangle + \rho[Q_-, Q_+] \sigma^2(Q) + \mu^2(Q) \frac{1}{1 + \rho[Q_-, Q_+]},
$$

(16)

where $\mu(Q)$ and $\sigma^2(Q)$ are the mean and variance of the jet charge for all hemispheres and were measured from the data. The $\rho[Q_-, Q_+]$ term is the charge correlation between $Q_-$ and $Q_+$ and was taken from the Monte Carlo. This expression gives the mean charge separation
in a particular sample; as the lifetime-tagged sample was used the charge separation must be corrected for the charm and light quark background. The measured charge separation is

$$\delta_{\text{tagged}} = \sum_{\text{flavours } f} F_f^{(11)} \delta_f. \quad (17)$$

The equation was inverted using the Monte Carlo predictions for the charm and light quark charge separations to extract \( \delta_b \). As the charm and light quark fractions in the lifetime-tagged sample were small, no large systematic effect was introduced by using the Monte Carlo predictions. The mean jet charge quantities are shown in table 3.

| \(|\cos \theta_T| \text{ range}\) | \(<Q_T - Q_B>\) | \(\delta_{\text{tagged}}\) | \(\delta_b\) |
|---|---|---|---|
| 0.0–0.2 | -0.002 ± 0.001 | -0.132 ± 0.002 | -0.130 ± 0.003 |
| 0.2–0.4 | -0.007 ± 0.001 | -0.136 ± 0.002 | -0.134 ± 0.003 |
| 0.4–0.6 | -0.012 ± 0.001 | -0.138 ± 0.002 | -0.138 ± 0.003 |
| 0.6–0.8 | -0.014 ± 0.001 | -0.137 ± 0.002 | -0.135 ± 0.003 |

Table 3: Measured jet charge properties for each \(|\cos \theta_T|\) bin for all the data. The errors are statistical.

5 Measuring the composition of the samples

To extract the true asymmetry, \(A_{FB}^b\), from the observed vertex charge asymmetries, using equations 9 and 10, and from the jet charge measurement, using equation 13, the flavour compositions of the three samples were required.

These flavour compositions depend on the flavour mix of the original sample of events, \(R_f = \Gamma(Z^0 \rightarrow f \bar{f})/\Gamma(Z^0 \rightarrow \text{hadrons})\), and the efficiencies with which events of each flavour, \(f\), were tagged by each of the three techniques: \(\tilde{\eta}_f\) for the jet charge sample; \(\tilde{\xi}_f^{(1q)}\), \(\tilde{\xi}_f^{(2q)}\) for the vertex charge sample:

$$F_f^{(11)} = \frac{R_f \tilde{\eta}_f}{\sum_k R_k \tilde{\eta}_k}, \quad F_f^{(1q)} = \frac{R_f \tilde{\xi}_f^{(1q)}}{\sum_k R_k \tilde{\xi}_k^{(1q)}}, \quad F_f^{(3q)} = \frac{R_f \tilde{\xi}_f^{(2q)}}{\sum_k R_k \tilde{\xi}_k^{(2q)}}. \quad (18)$$

These event tagging efficiencies were determined separately in each \(|\cos \theta_T|\) bin. They are related to the efficiencies for tagging a hemisphere using

$$\tilde{\eta}_f = 2\eta_f(1 - \rho_f^{(1)} \eta_f) + \rho_f^{(1)} \eta_f^2 - 2\xi_f(1 - \rho_f^{(2)} \xi_f) - \rho_f^{(2)} \xi_f^2; \quad (19)$$

$$\tilde{\xi}_f^{(1q)} = 2\xi_f(1 - \rho_f^{(2)} \xi_f), \quad (20)$$

$$\tilde{\xi}_f^{(2q)} = \rho_f^{(2)} \xi_f^2. \quad (21)$$

where \(\rho_f^{(1,2)} = 1\) for \(f = u, d, s\) and \(c\), \(\xi_f\) is the efficiency for tagging a flavour \(f\) hemisphere with a \(q_{\text{tag}}\) tag, and \(\eta_f\) is the lifetime hemisphere tagging efficiency for the same flavour \(f\). Corrections for double counting are made explicitly in these equations. The \(\rho\) terms include the effects of correlations due to physics effects and due to the geometry of the detector.
The charm and light quark contaminations were small so the corresponding correlations $\rho$ were taken to be unity. For the $b$ quark events the geometrical correlation effects were found from the angular dependence of the tagging efficiency [16]; the small correlations coming from physics sources were taken from the Monte Carlo.

The light quark hemisphere efficiencies were taken from the Monte Carlo, and the $b$ and $c$ hemisphere efficiencies were extracted from the data using an extension of the ‘double tagging’ technique [16]. The number of lifetime-tagged hemispheres, $N_t$, and the number of double lifetime-tagged events, $N_{tt}$, were counted. Similarly, the number of $q_\text{vtx}$-tagged hemispheres, $N_v$, the number of double $q_\text{vtx}$-tagged events, $N_{vv}$, and the number of events which contained a significant vertex charge in one hemisphere and a lifetime tag in the other, $N_{vt}$, were determined. A singular-value decomposition unfolding technique [18] was used to extract the four unknown quantities, $\eta_b$, $\eta_c$, $\zeta_b$, and $\zeta_c$, from the five measured quantities \{ $N_t$, $N_{tt}$, $N_v$, $N_{vv}$, $N_{vt}$ \}, in each $|\cos \theta_T|$ bin. If there was little information about a particular efficiency in the data the unfolding procedure constrained the value to the Monte Carlo efficiency, rather than introducing statistical noise into the analysis, reducing the sensitivity to statistical fluctuations in the data. The details of the unfolding procedure are described in the appendix.

The extracted hemisphere efficiencies are shown in figure 3, the flavour compositions for each sample, averaged over all $|\cos \theta_T|$ bins, in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavour</th>
<th>jet charge sample</th>
<th>$q_\text{vtx}(1q)$ sample</th>
<th>$q_\text{vtx}(2q)$ sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>82.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>10.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The fraction (in %) of each flavour in the samples with the data statistical error. Where no error is shown, it is negligible.

6 Measuring the reliability of the vertex charge

The reliability of the vertex charge estimator, $P^o_b$, was needed to extract $A^b_{FB}$ from the observed asymmetry using equations 9 and 10. In principle it can be determined from events with two vertex tags: if the charge assignment were always correct ($P^o_b=100\%$) then the two vertex charges would always be of opposite sign; if the charge assignment were random, there would be a 50–50 mixture of opposite-sign and same-sign events.

The number of double $q_\text{vtx}$-tagged events was too small to determine $P^o_b$ precisely using this method. Instead, the larger sample of events with one vertex tag was used in combination with a jet charge tag. The fraction of events where the $q_\text{vtx}$ tag has the opposite sign to the jet charge in the other hemisphere was found. If the jet charge reliability is known, the vertex charge reliability can be determined.

If the hemisphere with the vertex charge tag is labelled 1, the other one 2, the fraction of observed events with a vertex tag in hemisphere 1, and a jet charge measurement of opposite
sign in hemisphere 2, can be written as

\[ f_{\text{obs}}(Q_2 \neq q_1) = \sum_{\text{flavours}} f_f^{[l]} f_f(Q_2 \neq q_1), \]  

(22)

where \( Q \) denotes the sign of the jet charge and \( q \) the sign of the vertex charge. The value \( f_b(Q_2 \neq q_1) \) was found by inverting this equation using the Monte Carlo predictions for the charm and light quark fractions \( f_f(Q_2 \neq q_1) \), and the fractions \( F_f^{[l]} \) determined above. The fraction \( f_b(Q_2 \neq q_1) \) for b-quark events is a function of the probabilities \( P_b^Q \) and \( P_b^q \), that the sign \( q_1 \) of the vertex charge or the sign \( Q_2 \) of the jet charge is the same as the sign of the quark in the respective hemisphere. It is given by:

\[ f_b(Q_2 \neq q_1) = P_b^Q \cdot P_b^q \epsilon_1 + (1 - P_b^Q) \cdot (1 - P_b^q) \epsilon_2. \]

(23)

The terms \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) account for small correlations between the probabilities in opposite hemispheres. They were taken from Monte Carlo, and are very close to unity. The effect of BB mixing is implicitly taken into account in this formalism and absorbed into the probability \( P_b^Q \). Therefore, if \( P_b^Q \) is known, \( P_b^q \) can be extracted from the data.

Since the number of events with a good jet charge measurement is much larger than the one with a vertex charge measurement, the probability \( P_b^Q \) can be determined from the fraction of lifetime-tagged events which had opposite jet charges in the two hemispheres. Its value is found from the observed fraction \( f_{\text{obs}}(Q_1 \neq Q_2) \) in the lifetime-tagged event sample by inverting:

\[ f_{\text{obs}}(Q_1 \neq Q_2) = \sum_{\text{flavours}} F_f^{[l]} f_i(Q_1 \neq Q_2). \]

(24)

using \( F_f^{[l]} \) determined above and the Monte Carlo predictions for the charm and light quark fractions. Following equation 23 the b quark fraction, \( f_b(Q_1 \neq Q_2) \), can be written as:

\[ f_b(Q_1 \neq Q_2) = (P_b^Q)^2 \epsilon_1 + (1 - P_b^Q)^2 \epsilon_2. \]

(25)

The correlation terms \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) were again extracted from Monte Carlo. This value of \( P_b^Q \) was used to extract \( P_b^q \) using equation 23.

Equation 25 is only true if both the jet charge and the vertex charge tagged hemispheres are unbiased. However the presence of a lifetime tag in a hemisphere will bias the jet charge in that hemisphere and in turn bias the measured jet charge probability \( P_b^Q \). This bias results from both the multiplicity cut and decay length significance cut, which requires that the B hadron has a large boost. To extract \( P_b^q \) using equation 23 the value of \( P_b^Q \) in untagged hemispheres was required. The size of this bias was found from the Monte Carlo, and equation 25 was modified to include it. The quantities used in the extraction of \( P_b^q \) are shown in table 5 for both Monte Carlo and data.

7 The b quark asymmetry

As the off-peak data samples were relatively small it was assumed that all the quantities, except \( (Q_F - Q_B) \) and the log likelihood sum, were the same for all energy points. A possible dependence of \( \delta_b \) on \( \sqrt{s} \) was investigated by examining \( \langle Q_F \cdot Q_B \rangle \) in each energy window. No
Table 5: Jet charge and vertex charge probabilities and fractions of events tagged with two oppositely signed jet charge measurements or vertex charge measurements in the two hemispheres of the event. Shown are results for both Monte Carlo and data. The errors are statistical only. The values are consistent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monte Carlo</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{obs}}(Q_1 \neq Q_2)$</td>
<td>0.5509 ± 0.0006</td>
<td>0.551 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_b^Q$</td>
<td>0.6441 ± 0.0003</td>
<td>0.646 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{obs}}(Q_1 \neq q_2)$</td>
<td>0.598 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.590 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_b^q$</td>
<td>0.828 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The central $A_{FB}^b$ values were derived using the Standard Model expectations for the other flavours shown in table 6. These were calculated with the ZFITTER 5.0 [19] package, for a top quark mass of 175 GeV. The asymmetries measured with each method in each of the periods 1991–1992, 1993, and 1994–1995 were compatible. Table 7 shows the values for each method averaged over the three periods 1991–1992, 1993, and 1994–1995, in bins of $\cos \theta_T$. The overall weighted average for each energy point is also shown. The results of the measurement are illustrated in figure 4, for all three energies. Shown is the measured charge flow, $\langle Q_F - Q_B \rangle$, plotted as a function of $\cos \theta_T$. The same quantity, calculated from the measured asymmetries and taking into account the light flavour and charm background as given by equation 13, is shown as the line histogram in the same figure.

The measured asymmetry used the reconstructed thrust axis as an approximation for the event axis. This is not exactly the same as the asymmetry calculated relative to the direction of the primary quark-antiquark pair, or relative to the thrust axis calculated using all particles before detector effects (hadron level thrust axis). The correction factors were taken from the Monte Carlo simulation. The hadron level thrust axis asymmetries were found to be smaller than the experimental thrust axis asymmetries by a multiplicative factor of 0.989. The quark axis asymmetries were larger than the experimental thrust axis asymmetries by a factor 1.010. In general these factors are independent of the centre-of-mass energy. Calculated for this analysis the results are shifted by $-0.00045$, $-0.00109$ and $-0.00160$ to arrive at the hadron-level thrust asymmetries, and $+0.00043$, $+0.00102$ and $+0.00149$ to get the quark axis asymmetries. Since Monte Carlo is used for the calculation of these corrections they include both QCD and QED effects. Note however that the total correction is significantly smaller than the ones obtained for other analyses [22]. This is mostly because the calibration of the jet and vertex charge measurements in data implicitly includes a large part of the QCD corrections and absorbs them into the jet and vertex charge reliabilities.

8 The systematic errors

8.1 Fragmentation and decay modelling

To obtain an estimate of the systematic errors connected with event shape variables, the mean charge multiplicity in c and b events, single particle momentum spectra and single particle
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flavour</th>
<th>$R_f$</th>
<th>$A^f_{FB}(\sqrt{s} = 89.44 , \text{GeV})$</th>
<th>$A^f_{FB}(\sqrt{s} = 91.21 , \text{GeV})$</th>
<th>$A^f_{FB}(\sqrt{s} = 92.91 , \text{GeV})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b\bar{b}$</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c\bar{c}$</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>$-0.0347$</td>
<td>0.0595</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s\bar{s}$</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>0.0936</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u\bar{u}$</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>$-0.0345$</td>
<td>0.0594</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d\bar{d}$</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>0.0936</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The values of the Standard Model parameters as given by ZFITTER and as used in the calculation of the $b$-forward backward asymmetry.

inclusive production rates, their values were varied in the Monte Carlo within the bounds given in [12, 13]. Previous studies [3] have shown that the asymmetry analysis depends in particular on the Peterson parameter for heavy flavour fragmentation, the “popcorn parameter” connected to baryon production, and the probability that a light meson is produced with spin 1 or spin 0. Each of these parameters has been changed by approximately one standard deviation, as described in [13]. Additionally the predictions of the OPAL tuned HERWIG 5.6 Monte Carlo sample were used.

The most significant inputs for the jet charge analysis were the jet charge correlation $\rho(Q_-, Q_+)$, and the charm charge separation $\delta_c$. Inputs for the $q_{ext}$ analysis were the probabilities of a correct sign jet charge in charm events $P^Q_c$, the correlations in equation 25 and 23, and the bias in $P^Q_b$ due to the lifetime tagging. The level of uncertainty in these parameters was estimated from the largest difference found when they were recalculated for the different input parameters, or in the different Monte Carlos. Table 8 shows the variation of the measured $A^b_{FB}$ when these Monte Carlo parameters were varied up and down by half their uncertainty. The systematic error from the uncertainty on the bias on $P^Q_b$ was conservatively estimated by removing and doubling it.

As a cross check, systematic errors due to fragmentation models were estimated using many Monte Carlo samples with a simplified detector geometry, with different fragmentation parameters. This gave a slightly smaller error than the one quoted above, and the above estimation was used.

The effect of uncertainties of $b$- and $c$-hadron decay multiplicities in the Monte Carlo was found by reweighting Monte Carlo events. They were first weighted so that the multiplicity distributions were Poisson with the mean of the unweighted sample. They were then reweighted to a Poisson with a different mean. The change in asymmetry caused by the reweighting was assigned to be the systematic error. The mean $b$-hadron decay multiplicity was varied by the OPAL measured uncertainty of $\pm 0.51$ [20]. The mean charm decay multiplicity was varied by $\pm 0.06$ [21].

The total error for fragmentation and decay modelling effects was found to be $\pm 0.0011$, $\pm 0.0031$, $\pm 0.0052$ for the peak−2, peak, and peak+2 asymmetries, respectively.

8.2 Tagging and detector simulation

The acceptance factors, $C^i$, were obtained using the JETSET Monte Carlo for the light quark events. The change in $A^b_{FB}$ when the predictions of HERWIG 5.6 were used was taken as an estimate of the systematic uncertainties from the modelling of the acceptances.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$A^b_{FB}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>peak−2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertex charge</td>
<td>0.104 ± 0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jet charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.0 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.2 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.4 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.6 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.041 ± 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>peak</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertex charge</td>
<td>0.087 ± 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jet charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.0 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.2 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.4 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.6 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.1005 ± 0.0053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>peak+2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertex charge</td>
<td>0.172 ± 0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jet charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.0 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.2 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.4 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.6 \leq</td>
<td>\cos \theta_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.147 ± 0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The values of the asymmetry found using the complete 1991-1995 data sample for each energy range. The statistical errors are shown. The values quoted have not been corrected for the effects of the detector resolution on the thrust axis.

The values for the light quark lifetime tagging efficiencies were found from the Monte Carlo. The systematic error associated with these efficiencies was found by scaling the light quark efficiencies by 10%.

The expression for the log likelihood assumes that the angular dependence of the efficiency is the same for all quark species. However, as the charm and light quark fraction in the $q_{vtx}$ sample were small no systematic shift was introduced by this assumption. Additionally the dependence of $P^b_q$ on $|\cos \theta_T|$ was investigated. No significant effect was found.

The correlations in the equations 26–30 arise from detector and physics effects. As the b efficiencies $\xi_b$ and $\eta_b$ were much larger than the charm and light quark efficiencies, only the correlations for b quark events were important. The value of $\rho_b^{(2)}$ was assumed to be the same as $\rho_b^{(1)}$ for the central value. The systematic error was found from the shift in the asymmetry when they were varied between 1 and $1 + 2(\rho - 1)$.

The Monte Carlo tracking resolution in the plane transverse to the beam direction was adjusted to reproduce the data in the region of negative decay length significance. To estimate the systematics from this, the resolution was varied by 10%. The uncertainty due to the Monte Carlo z-direction resolution was found by degrading the z track parameter resolution by a factor two.
The asymmetry was corrected using the Monte Carlo to account for the differences between the experimental thrust axis, the hadron-level thrust axis, and the axis defined by the quark direction. The sizes of the corrections were taken as an additional systematic error.

An important assumption in the measurement of the asymmetry is that the detector is symmetric for the detection of opposite charged particles, as a function of $|\cos \theta_T|$. If the detector is asymmetric it may bias the asymmetry measured with the jet charge. Material causes secondary interactions, increasing the number of positive tracks, so making the jet charge more positive. If this effect is different in the forward and backward hemispheres, it will bias $(Q_F - Q_B)$ and hence the measured asymmetry. The bias in the asymmetry can be measured from the asymmetry in the number of $\gamma$ conversions. The conversion asymmetry has been determined [3] to be consistent with zero within a 0.7% statistical error. If the conversion asymmetry is assumed to be the size of its statistical error then $\delta A = \pm 0.00067$ for the jet charge measurements.

A $q_{vtx}$-tagging efficiency which is asymmetric in $\cos \theta_T$ and which is different for positive and negative $b$ hadrons will bias the measurement in the $q_{vtx}$-tagged sample. The bias was estimated from the data to be $-0.00013$ and was assigned to be the systematic error associated with the material asymmetry.

The total systematic errors assigned to resolution and simulation effects were $\pm 0.0021$, $\pm 0.0030$ and $\pm 0.0045$ for the peak-2, peak and peak+2 points respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantity</th>
<th>peak−2</th>
<th>peak</th>
<th>peak+2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho</td>
<td>Q−, Q+</td>
<td>±0.00064</td>
<td>±0.00132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_c$</td>
<td>±0.00019</td>
<td>±0.00198</td>
<td>±0.00336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_c^Q$</td>
<td>±0.00005</td>
<td>±0.00021</td>
<td>±0.00025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1$</td>
<td>±0.00002</td>
<td>±0.00015</td>
<td>±0.00018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_2$</td>
<td>±0.00012</td>
<td>±0.00032</td>
<td>±0.00039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_1'$</td>
<td>±0.00022</td>
<td>±0.00112</td>
<td>±0.00129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias in $P_b^Q$</td>
<td>±0.00001</td>
<td>±0.00008</td>
<td>±0.00009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c decay multiplicity</td>
<td>±0.00004</td>
<td>±0.00022</td>
<td>±0.00038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b decay multiplicity</td>
<td>±0.00005</td>
<td>±0.00033</td>
<td>±0.00041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation and decay</td>
<td>±0.0011</td>
<td>±0.0031</td>
<td>±0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$ factor modelling</td>
<td>±0.00002</td>
<td>±0.00001</td>
<td>±0.00004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, d, s efficiency</td>
<td>±0.00140</td>
<td>±0.00149</td>
<td>±0.00247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hemisphere correlation</td>
<td>±0.00002</td>
<td>±0.00098</td>
<td>±0.00155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r-\phi$ detector resolution</td>
<td>±0.00037</td>
<td>±0.00149</td>
<td>±0.00238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$ detector resolution</td>
<td>±0.00131</td>
<td>±0.00133</td>
<td>±0.00180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thrust direction resolution</td>
<td>±0.00045</td>
<td>±0.00109</td>
<td>±0.00160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>material asymmetry</td>
<td>±0.00062</td>
<td>±0.00062</td>
<td>±0.00062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector modelling</td>
<td>±0.0021</td>
<td>±0.0030</td>
<td>±0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo statistics</td>
<td>±0.0006</td>
<td>±0.0008</td>
<td>±0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total systematics</td>
<td>±0.0024</td>
<td>±0.0044</td>
<td>±0.0070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: The systematic errors for the combined asymmetry found using the 1991–1995 data sample. More details of the individual errors can be found in the text.
8.3 The total systematic error

The systematic errors are shown in table 8. The total systematic error has been calculated as the sum in quadrature of the errors due to fragmentation and decay modelling, detector and simulation effects, and due to Monte Carlo statistics. They were ±0.0024, ±0.0044, ±0.0070 for the peak−2, peak, and peak+2 asymmetries respectively.

8.4 Dependence on Standard Model parameters

The measurement of the b quark asymmetry presented in this paper assumes the Standard Model values of the fraction of each quark flavour in the hadronic event sample, $R_f$, and the forward-backward asymmetries for flavours other than b. In particular for combining this analysis with others at LEP it is important that the dependence of the b-quark asymmetry on the different Standard Model parameters is known. The dependencies have been determined by repeating the analysis after changing the input parameters. The resulting gradients are shown in table 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$g(x)$ (peak−2)</th>
<th>$g(x)$ (peak)</th>
<th>$g(x)$ (peak+2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_b$</td>
<td>−0.034</td>
<td>−0.355</td>
<td>−0.599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_c$</td>
<td>+0.004</td>
<td>+0.027</td>
<td>+0.040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_u$</td>
<td>+0.006</td>
<td>+0.034</td>
<td>+0.053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{FB}^b$</td>
<td>+0.113</td>
<td>+0.111</td>
<td>+0.110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{FB}^c$</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{FB}^s$</td>
<td>+0.035</td>
<td>+0.035</td>
<td>+0.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{FB}^u$</td>
<td>−0.026</td>
<td>−0.026</td>
<td>−0.026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: The gradients $g(x) = dA/dx$ of $A_{FB}^b$ found in the 1991–1995 data sample with respect to the assumed Standard Model parameters, $x$. For this table the partial width $R_d$ has been constrained by the condition $R_d = 1 - R_b - R_c - R_s - R_u$.

9 Results

The b forward-backward asymmetry has been measured using jet charge and vertex charge estimators. The asymmetries corrected to the hadron-level thrust axis are

$A_{FB}^b = 0.041 \pm 0.021 \pm 0.002 \quad \sqrt{s} = 89.44 \text{ GeV}$
$A_{FB}^c = 0.0994 \pm 0.0052 \pm 0.0044 \quad \sqrt{s} = 91.21 \text{ GeV}$
$A_{FB}^s = 0.145 \pm 0.017 \pm 0.007 \quad \sqrt{s} = 92.91 \text{ GeV}$

where in each case the first error is statistical, the second systematic.

These measurements supersede the previous measurements of the b asymmetry using jet charge made by OPAL [3]. They are more precise due both to more data and the inclusion of the vertex charge method. The results are compatible with those presented in [3] and with other measurements made at LEP [2, 4, 5]. The measured asymmetries, along with the Standard Model predictions, are shown in figure 5.
The quantities \{N_t, N_{tt}, N_v, N_{vv}, N_{vt}\} were expressed in terms of the quark fractions in the hadronic sample and the hemisphere tagging efficiencies:

\begin{align}
N_t &= 2N_{\text{had}}(R_b\eta_b + R_c\eta_c + R_n\eta_n + R_d\eta_d + R_p\eta_p) \\
N_{tt} &= N_{\text{had}}(R_b\eta_b^2 + R_c\eta_c^2 + R_n\eta_n^2 + R_d\eta_d^2) \\
N_v &= 2N_{\text{had}}(R_b\xi_b + R_c\xi_c + R_n\xi_n + R_d\xi_d) \\
N_{vv} &= N_{\text{had}}(R_b\xi_b^2 + R_c\xi_c^2 + R_n\xi_n^2 + R_d\xi_d^2) \\
N_{vt} &= 2N_{\text{had}}(R_b\eta_b\xi_b + R_c\eta_c\xi_c + R_n\eta_n\xi_n + R_d\eta_d\xi_d).
\end{align}

The equations 26 to 30 were transformed so that the measured quantities (the left-hand sides) were independent samples of events:

\begin{align}
n_1' &= N_t - N_{tt} - N_v + N_{vt} \\
n_2' &= N_{tt} - N_{vv} \\
n_3' &= N_v - N_{vt} \\
n_4' &= N_{vt} - N_{vv} \\
n_5' &= N_{vv}.
\end{align}

The above equations can be expressed as a linear matrix equation if they are linear in the efficiencies. This is done by rewriting the efficiencies in terms of a trial efficiency which was initially the Monte Carlo value:

\begin{align}
\eta_{b,c}^{\text{data}} &= \eta_{b,c}^{\text{trial}}(1 + \Delta \eta_{b,c}) \\
\xi_{b,c}^{\text{data}} &= \xi_{b,c}^{\text{trial}}(1 + \Delta \xi_{b,c}).
\end{align}
If $\Delta \eta_{b,c}$ and $\Delta \xi_{b,c}$ are small, terms in $(\Delta \eta_{b,c})^2$ and $(\Delta \xi_{b,c})^2$ can be neglected when these expressions are substituted into the above equations 26–30 and 31–35. The equations can be written as:

$$n'_i(\text{data}) - n'_i(\text{trial}) = \sum_j A_{ij} \Delta_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where $n'_i(\text{trial})$ is the value of $n'$ predicted with the trial efficiencies, and $n'_i(\text{data})$ is the data value. The shorthand $\Delta_1 = \Delta \eta_b$, $\Delta_2 = \Delta \eta_c$, $\Delta_3 = \Delta \xi_b$ and, $\Delta_4 = \Delta \xi_c$ has been used.

The values of $\Delta \eta_{b,c}$ and $\Delta \xi_{b,c}$ were unfolded using a singular-value decomposition (SVD) technique [18]. A $\chi^2$ with an additional regularisation term was minimised:

$$\min \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{5} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{4} A_{ij} \Delta_j}{\sigma_i} \right)^2 + \tau \sum_{k=1}^{4} \Delta_k \Delta_k \right\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (39)

which constrained the length of the vector $\Delta$ to be small; i.e. the approximation that the equations were linear is a good one. If the solutions were not small the ‘linearising’ procedure was not valid, so the trial values were modified and the procedure was repeated, until the solutions were small.

Following the suggestion given in ref. [18] $\tau$ was chosen to be $\tau = s_3^2$, where $s_3^2$ is the third singular value of matrix $A$. This choice is a compromise between too weak a constraint, resulting in essentially the normal $\chi^2$ fit, and too hard a constraint, in which case the solution $\sum_{k=1}^{4} \Delta_k \Delta_k = 0$ would be forced.

The hemisphere tagging efficiencies $\eta$ and $\xi$ were found from the unfolded values of $\Delta \eta_{b,c}$ and $\Delta \xi_{b,c}$.
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Figure 1: The decay length significance distribution in data and Monte Carlo. Shown are data, the bottom, the charm and the light flavour components.
Figure 2: Vertex charge distributions in data and in Monte Carlo (a) before and (b) after the $|q_{vtx}| > 1.4 \sigma_q + 0.2$ and neural network cuts. Figure (c) shows the Monte Carlo $q_{vtx}$ distribution split into the positively (dashed line) and negatively (solid line) charged primary quark hemispheres.
Figure 3: The fitted (a) lifetime tagged hemisphere and (b) $q_{vtx}$ hemisphere tagging efficiencies for each $|\cos \theta_T|$ bin. The histograms are the corresponding Monte Carlo quantities. Any discrepancy between the data and Monte Carlo b hemisphere efficiencies has no effect on the measurement as the values obtained from the data were used.
Figure 4: The charge flow as a function of $\cos \theta_T$. Shown are the data (points with error bars) for the three energies (a) peak-2, (b) peak and (c) peak+2, and the results from the measurement presented in this paper for these energy ranges (line histogram). Note that these distributions are not actually used to derive the results, but are only included as an illustration of the results.
Figure 5: The asymmetry measured using the data collected in 1991-1995 as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. The curve is the Standard Model prediction for $A_{FB}^b$ using the fitted value of $\sin^2 \theta_W^{\text{eff},e}$. 